CUSTOMER SUCCESS

M&T Bank
Skirting Phishing Scams and Protecting Customers Using
Symantec Online Fraud Management

M&T Bank (M&T), a mid-sized financial institution,
seeks to migrate as many of its customers as possible
to Web banking, while maintaining its trusted reputation among its clientele. A successful phishing attack
could derail the bank’s plans and damage its brand.
After reviewing several options, M&T turned to
Symantec for online fraud detection services and other
information security solutions. When a real phishing
attack occurred, the bank was protected: Of an estimated 14 to 17 million phishing emails sent, only seven
people reported receiving them, and no one was fooled
into revealing sensitive personal information. M&T was
able to shut down the fraudulent Web site in less than
eight hours. This quick response prevented any
customer losses and preserved the bank’s reputation.
“I have many security
vendors, but I have
only one to whom I
entrust the bank’s
reputation.
That’s
Symantec.”
Matt Speare
Chief Information
Security Officer
M&T Bank

Phishers go after smaller fish

Matt Speare knew it was only a matter of time. As chief information
security officer for M&T Bank (M&T), a mid-sized financial institution with
650 branches throughout the mid-Atlantic region, he had seen larger
companies such as Bank of America, Citigroup, PayPal, and Amazon.com
caught in the phishers’ nets, with many unwitting customers disclosing
personal information on Web sites that are made to look exactly like the
company’s legitimate site. He knew that the phishers would eventually
target companies of M&T’s size—probably sooner rather than later.

Like most other financial institutions, M&T is actively encouraging Web
banking, which is more convenient to customers and cost-efficient for the
bank. With this emphasis, however, comes an increased need to fortify the
bank’s defenses against phishing scams and other fraudulent activities.
Speare had already set up a closely monitored network of decoys, called
honeypots, to serve as an early warning system for pending attacks against
the bank, but he needed more comprehensive protection.
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Using Symantec Online
Fraud Management,
M&T Bank shuts down
a phishing scam, thereby
preserving customers’
trust, the bank’s
reputation, and
saving US$75,000
to US$100,000 in
response costs
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Turning the tide on phishers
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Beyond the cost savings in dealing
with each specific attack, Speare

“A bank of similar size to us, located in
a major U.S. city, suffered a similar
attack,” Speare recalls. “Without a
filtering and notification system in
place, they received hundreds of
phone calls and thousands of emails.
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• Shut down fraudulent phishing sites before
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BUSINESS VALUE AND TECHNICAL BENEFITS
Increased Fraud Detection/Prevention
• Almost complete blocking of phishing emails; in one instance, an estimated 14-17 million emails
sent, with only seven complaints from customers
• Phishing site shut down in less than 8 hours from detection
Brand Protection
• Preserve reputation as a conservative, community-based institution that looks out for its
customers’ best interests
Return on Investment
• 100% ROI upon first phishing attack
Cost Savings
• Saved US$75,000 to US$100,000 in staff resources and customer loss coverage that would have
been spent responding to phishing attack
• Saved 1,000 hours in staff time monitoring potential attacks
• Approximate $50,000 in annual savings for staff time previously dedicated to fraud monitoring

“The
information
that
Symantec provided was
invaluable. We had set up our
own honeypots with mailboxes on the Internet and none of
them received the phony
email, but Symantec’s Online
Fraud Management detected
more than 14 million fraudulent emails. That showed us
how effective Symantec’s
service is.”
Matt Speare
Chief Information Security Officer
M&T Bank
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How Symantec Online Fraud Management Works

1. ATTACK SET UP
Phisher creates fraudulent
financial institution Web site.

2. ATTACK LAUNCH
Phisher launches
fraudulent email attack.

4. BLOCK AT ISP
Filters are regularly deployed at
ISP gateways worldwide to block
recognized phishing attacks.

3. DETECT AND INVESTIGATE
Symantec decoy email accounts
pick up attack. Symantec antifraud
experts confirm and investigate it.

5. BLOCK AT DESKTOP
Filters deployed on desktops of
300 million Symantec customers
worldwide to provide further
blocking of emails that get through.

Symantec

Bank

ISP
8. SHUT DOWN
ISP takes fraudulent site off World
Wide Web. Users cannot access it.
Prosecution of perpetrator prepared.

9. CUSTOMER EXPOSURE MINIMIZED
An attack of millions of emails can be cut
down to as few as a couple hundred that
actually reach consumers. Meanwhile
Symantec has been working with the
financial institution to educate customers
about how to spot online fraud threats.

7. ENGAGE
Financial institutions contact
ISP that is hosting fraudulent
site and notify appropriate
law enforcement.

6. NOTIFY
Financial institutions that are clients of
Symantec Online Fraud Management
receive notification of attacks along
with tracing information.

Financial Institution
NO SITE TO ACCESS

notifying us of vulnerabilities for only

detected. There was zero impact on

the systems we run at M&T,” he notes.

customers, and the bank was quickly
able to shutter the illicit operation.

Symantec Elite Program lowers TCO

M&T purchased its Symantec products and services under the Symantec
Elite Program Enterprise Licensing
Agreement, a two-year contract that

And with additional attacks virtually
guaranteed in the future, M&T will
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its Symantec information security
solution.
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includes
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“A bank of similar size to us
located in a major U.S. city
suffered a similar attack.
Without a filtering and
notification system in place,
they
received
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of phone calls and thousands
of emails. With Symantec
Online Fraud Management
protecting M&T, we received
seven emails and no calls.
I can’t argue with that type
of return.”

Symantec.”

In the several months since the initial
attack, M&T has experienced one

Matt Speare
Chief Information Security Officer
M&T Bank

additional phishing scam—this one
smaller, with almost 500 emails
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